
accessorize your cpc Deluxe HD 
to create  the ultimate telescope 
for astro imaging 
+ Nightscape One shot color imaging camera 
 with 10.7MP CCD sensor, mechanical shutter, 
 TEC cooling  and processing software.
+ HD Pro Wedge Provides a stable platform 
 essential for polar aligning your fork arm 
 telescope for smooth tracking all the way 
 across the meridian.
+ 80 mm Guidescope Package 600 mm focal 
 length guidescope and ring package for
 piggyback guiding during astro imaging.
+ NexGuide Autoguider NexGuide stand-alone 
 autoguider eliminates the need for a laptop 
 computer for guiding during long-exposure 
 imaging.

cpc Deluxe 1100 HD
11009

nightscape  ccD camera
95555

nexGuide autoguider 
93713

80 mm Guidescope package
52309

HD pro Wedge Mount
93664

Combining Celestron’s newly designed dual fork arm 
computerized mount with its award winning EdgeHD 
optical system, the NEW CPC Deluxe HD Series 
offers you a high definition experience!

All featured accessories sold separately



CPC Deluxe 800 HD

CPC Deluxe 925 HD

CPC Deluxe 1100 HD

11007

11008

11009

2032 mm (f/10)

2350 mm (f/10)

2800 mm (f/10)

40 mm Plössl - 1.25¨ (51x)

23 mm luminos - 2¨ (102x)

23 mm luminos - 2¨ (122x)

StarbrigHt xlt 

StarbrigHt xlt 

StarbrigHt xlt 

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

eDgeHD OPtiCS 

eDgeHD OPtiCS

eDgeHD OPtiCS

43lb

58lb

66lb

Model

//SpecificationS

For complete specifications and product information visit
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weIght

the wait is over! celestron’s award winning edgeHD optical system is now available on a newly designed  
top-of-the-line dual fork arm computerized mount – the cpc Deluxe HD.  Available in 8”, 9.25” and 11” models,  
the CPC Deluxe HD telescope line re-defines everything that amateur astronomers are looking for –ease of use,  
quick and simple GPS alignment, improved ergonomics, enhanced computerization, unsurpassed optical quality  
and most importantly, affordability.  As a visual instrument, the EdgeHD optical system delivers pinpoint images 
across your widest field eyepiece, providing you stunning clarity and sharpness that will leave you wanting more.  
When used for astro imaging with our new Nightscape or your own favorite CCD or DSLR camera, the  
EdgeHD optical system produces a flat focal plane allowing pinpoint stars to the very edge of your image.   
Own this premier telescope line today, and it will surely keep you up all night.

All CPC Deluxe HD MoDels offer:
Starbright XLT Coatings
Internal GPS
Computerized Flash Upgradeable Hand Control  
with SkyAlign™ Alignment Technology
40,000+ Object Database

Fastar Versatility
NexRemote Telescope Control Software
All-Star™ Polar Alignment
Improved Gear System for Smoother Tracking
Permanent Periodic Error Correction

cpc Deluxe 1100 HD
11009

cpc Deluxe 925 HD
11008

cpc Deluxe 800 HD
11007


